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1. Procedural Background

1.1 By letter dated 27 July 2021, the Respondent applied for leave to introduce the following materials into the record of the arbitration:

   - the award in *Littop, Bridgemont and Bordo v. Ukraine*;
   - Decision of the Constitutional Court of Russia no. 26-P; and
   - Ruling of the Constitutional Court of Russia no. 587-O.

1.2 By the same letter, the Respondent informed the Tribunal that, as of 1 July 2021, authority for its representation in international arbitrations was transferred from the Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation to the Prosecutor General’s Office of the Russian Federation. The Respondent further indicated that Ivanyan & Partners no longer act as counsel for Respondent in this arbitration. The Respondent requested that its list of duly-authorised representatives be updated accordingly.

1.3 By letter dated 28 July 2021, the Claimants opposed the Respondent’s request to introduce the abovementioned materials into the record.

2. The Tribunal’s Decision

   **Respondent’s Application to Introduce New Materials**

2.1 Taking into account that the materials that the Respondent seeks to introduce are legal materials in the public domain, the Tribunal has decided to allow the Respondent to introduce them into the record of the arbitration and submit any further comments that it may have on their relevance and materiality in these proceedings by no later than **Thursday, 5 August 2021**.

2.2 The Claimants are invited to submit any comments that they may have in reply to the Respondent’s submissions on these new materials by no later than **Thursday, 12 August 2021**.

2.3 The Parties are requested to limit their respective submissions to no more than 5 pages in length.

2.4 The deadline for the Parties’ respective costs submissions shall consequently be postponed to **Thursday, 2 September 2021**.

   **Respondent’s Representatives**

2.5 Paragraph 3.9 of Procedural Order No. 1 provides:

   To avoid future conflicts of interest after the appointment of members of the Tribunal, any proposed additions to or changes in the representatives of the Parties shall be communicated to the Tribunal and shall only take effect if the Tribunal does not object for reasons of conflict of interest.

2.6 In accordance with Paragraph 3.9 of Procedural Order No. 1, the Tribunal hereby confirms that it does not object to the change in the Respondent’s duly-appointed representative. Each member of the Tribunal confirms that he remains impartial and independent of the Parties, and that he has disclosed, to the best of his knowledge, all circumstances likely to give rise to justifiable doubts
as to his impartiality or independence and that he will promptly disclose any such circumstances that may arise in the future.

2.7 Accordingly, as of today and as requested by the Respondent, any future correspondence in this matter addressed to it shall be sent to the following addresses:

Mr. Mikhail Vinogradov  
Director General  
General Department of International Legal Cooperation  
Prosecutor General’s Office of the Russian Federation  
Bolshaya Dmitrovka, 15a GSP-3  
125993 Moscow  
Russian Federation  
Phone: +7 495 987 56 56  
E-mail: legalprotection@genproc.gov.ru

Mr. Andrey Kondakov  
Mr. Sergey Morozov  
Mr. Konstantin Ksenofontov  
International Centre for Legal Protection  
Krasnopresnenskaya Nab. 12  
123610 Moscow  
Russian Federation  
Phone: +7 495 150 2091  
E-mail: 2015_07_Respondent@iclp.pro

Mr. Dirk Knottenbelt  
Mr. Glenn Hoek  
Mr. Alexander Feenstra  
Mr. Daniel Agranovich  
Ms. Caroline Deves  
Houthoff  
Weena 355  
3013AL Rotterdam  
The Netherlands  
Tel: +31 10 217 2525  
Fax: +31 10 217 2742  
E-mail: d.knottenbelt@houthoff.com  
g.hoek@houthoff.com  
verkerk@houthoff.com  
a.feenstra@houthoff.com  
d.agranovich@houthoff.com  
c.deves@houthoff.com

2.8 Paragraph 1 of Procedural Order No. 1 is amended accordingly.
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